The shot heard 'round the world:

**Yorktown II**

*Turf-Type Perennial Ryegrass*

**SO GOOD IT'S REVOLUTIONARY!**

Revolutionary because: Yorktown II rated the best in summer performance (heat tolerance) in tests conducted at Rutgers University under the direction of Dr. R. Funk. . yet rated number one in fall and winter performance as well. The "all-year long" ryegrass.

Revolutionary because: Yorktown II rated number one in turf quality in tests conducted at the Beltsville Agricultural Research Center under the direction of Jack Murray.

Revolutionary because: Yorktown II "...was the only variety to produce acceptable turfgrass quality without the use of fungicides" based on a 1-year trial at Beltsville, Md. More disease resistant.

Revolutionary because: Yorktown II proved number one in overall turf quality... including appearance, density, mowing quality and disease resistance in two separate testings conducted at Rutgers University against 33 and 39 other ryegrass varieties.

Add to these new test results the qualities you've come to expect from using Yorktown... good color, fast germination, great seedling vigor, neat mowability and a great compatibility with varieties like Jamestown fescue for use in southern overseeding programs. No wonder **YORKTOWN II** is so good...

It's Revolutionary

Circle 138 on free information card

From the producers of Baron Kentucky Bluegrass.
Available through all Lofts divisions and leading seed houses.